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Systems of many interacting entities

●   particles, atoms, spins  in statistical physics 

●   bio-molecules in molecular biology 

●   players in evolutionary game theory 

rigorous analytical results,    difficult  or  impossible

numerical simulations,          not fundamental

approximations,                   providing important insights 
                                             
                                             but often not rigorous 



mean – field approximations

pair approximations

hierarchy of approximations



Self-repressing gen

JM and  Paulina Szymańska
Bulletin of Mathematical Biology, 2013



in time (t,t+h)   0  1

with probability   αh1  0

with probability   nβh



Master equation
probability that there are n protein molecules in the cell 
and gen is respectively at state 0 or 1 at time t 

K1 < K0



Generating function approach





In the stationary state we obtain a system of algebraic equations for moments

The above system is not closed, equations for lower moments involve higher moments

How to close it ?



Self-consistent mean-field approximation

We use again generating function and obtain a closed system of equations



Two gene copies



 We obtained formulas
for expected values and variance of n
       Bulletin of Mathematical Biology 2013, JM and Paulina Szymańska

Fano Factor =  variance/expected value as a function of  



   Self-activating gene

in time (t,t+h)   1  0 with probability   αh

                        0  1        with probability (β0  + βn2)h 

mean-field equation has 3 solutions, one corresponds to an unstable state

K0  =0



Prisoner’s Dilemma on random graphs

 joint work with  Jakub Łącki, Michał Matuszak, Bartosz Sułkowski

Players:      two suspects
Strategies:  Cooperation, Defection
Payoffs:      reduction of a sentence

                              Cooperation     Defection

      Cooperation             3                  0

       Defection                 5                  1

The only Nash equilibrium is (Defection,Defection)



Erdos-Renyi graphs

Each pair of vertices is connected with probability ε

Vertex degree distribution is Poissonian  

Scale-free Barabasi-Albert graphs

Preferential attachment

Vertex degree distribution ~ k-3





           C      D

C      3      0

D      5      1

left players get   3
middle player     6
right player        5

 D changes to C

C
             C             D
C

imitation dynamics

with probability ε players make mistakes



imitation dynamics

         C          D

C      1           0

D      T           0

         C          D

C      1-γ        -γ

D      T-γ        -γ

γ    -    linking cost

fraction of cooperators in the stationary state







  thank you for your attention

                more on 

www.mimuw.edu.pl/~miekisz
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